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, nLr'oductioll

In studying the loe-.,..ical foundations of' Canputer Science., it '15
inporLnnt to lmOd how powerful a fannal system 'We need :to derlve 'the

important facts about corrputing.

In the past) all interesting concrete

theolY~rns about ccmputing could in principle be cast as theorems cibout
'PurJng machines) encoded by GMel's techniques as statements "about -the

_inteL~t!r3) and proved using standard Peano Arithmetic (finite argtmJerits
plus induction).

By Omel's famous Incorrpleteness result, there "are

true Gtatel1Ents about numbers which cannot be proved 'in Peano Ari:thm.::!tic.

Hm'tnunls and Hopcroft [HI-! 76] pointed out that

50JTE

such statements

have tile form of tennination and complexity properties of' prograxns., but

the prop;rarro involved were cantriV-=d to make a point, and -not iJit:r1.nsical~y

interesting.

'Jhis paper establishes that the tenninatlon of "a natural 'and

.inten~stinp; class of programs is independent of' (Le., eannot 'be Proved
1n) Peano Arithm:!tie.

This termination property and the variation on

B;)Jn:~p..y· s theorem recently discovered by Paris [Pa 77J are the only -lmown
ca~-;C'~; or inherentl..v interesting results, outside of lagle, whiCh are
cxpn~:,::;lble but

not provable in Peano Arithmetic.

I'ror:;rams in Algol-like languages usually fail to halt because or
jnfJldtc while loops or infinite recursions.

Languages which allow

functions or procedures _to be passed as parameters may provide stibtler
Conm] of nontennim·.tion, such as the following example of' a program
with a function f which tal{es as argument a f'tmction.

-,.
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Define f:

Function (g);

Return g(g);

end;
x := f(f);
Simple strongly typed languages such as PASCAL eliminate the above
behaVior by making it impossible to apply a function to it3cl r.
PASCAlr-like languages, the followinr; theorem is

prov~d

rn

hy imJuct.i.orl

on the type structure of the program.

Termination Theorem:

Every program containing

only total operations and nonrecursive function

definitions and applications is total.
Prograrrming languages. such as Alphard [v[.S 76], \·ihich allow r,ener-ic

functions have a richer type structure which does not yield to simple
induction.

In Section IV, I show that the termination theorem

1'01'

an

idealized Alphard-like language is independent of Pee-U1o J\rithmetic.

The appendix shows hooJ the idealized programs w.ay actually be coded i.n
Alphard.

The independence result indicates that polymorphic larl('li:-lf,e:;

like Alphard are very conplex, and that Computer Scientists who

wt:~h

to study such languages need to find logical tools more pm'lcr'ful Lhan
mathematical induction.
The independence proof of Section Dr was mspired by three
previous works.

Dag Prawitz [Pr 65J showed the independence o.f

form theorem for second order Natural Deduction proofs.

;-j

llOf'ffi."ll

S5ren SLr.mlund

[Ste 72] docwnented thE; correspondence, noticed by ClII'I'Y unci F'e'y:~ [el" 'JH]
and W. Howard, between Natural Deduction and

&'1

extended typc!d l:lmLdn

3
calculus.

John Reynolds [Re 74] pointed out the application .of the lambda

calcul11:; to generic flmctions in prograrrming languages.
The basic strategy for shoWing independence is to prove., using
techniQues which may be f'ormalized within Peano Arithmetic, that -the

Tr~rmi nation Theorem :iJnpIies the consistency of Peano Arithmetic.

llien:J

by Gtidel's theorem, if Peano Arithmetic 1s consistent, the Tenn1natlon

'.Lhl:on~m is independent.

To prove that the Termination Theorem 1rnp11es

con:"i:;1.;ency, I encode proofs as programs in such a 'wa.Y that a .contradic'tory rroof must yield a nontenninating program.

Thus) if all the

<1ppropriate programs terrrd.nate, then there is no way to _prove a 'contradiction.

Section I presents the prograrmning language, Section II the

proof system, Section III shows how to encode proofs .as programs, and
Scct:ion IV finishes the independence proof by showing that contradiction
must cause nontermination.

[.

~lh~ Programming Languages

J will present two idealized progr'amning languages:

Language I

1Javin~~ c::ssentially the type structure of PASCAL, and Language 2 allcWing

ITncr·.lc functions in a fashion similar to Alphard.

I have chosen a

llotnt tun for presenting programs and types similar to that used by Terment

in PASQlJAL [Tc 75J, because it is fairly close to existing programming
language syntax, but matherra.tically less intricate than the notation of

Alphard.
Language 1
'(lypes:

A countable set of primitive types to' t , t , ...
l
2
For each sequence of types TO' T , ... ,T , the type of
l
m
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functions from T1X
function (~:Tl,
any

XTm to To is written
,~:Tm): TO' where x1"",xm are

m distinct identifiers.

Renaming of these identifiers

does not affect the type.
Constants:

A countable set of symbols a O' aI'

~,...

Each

constant is assigned exactly one type.
Identifiers:

A COLU1table set of variables xO,xl'x 2 ,...

types are determined by their cante>.'t.

Expressions:
Let E:T mean that E is an expression of type T.

Constants and identifiers are expressions of their
assigned types.

E(E1,ooo,Em):To whenever
E:function (x1:T1,ooo,>m:Tm):TO and
E1:T1,ooo,Em:Tmo
I::efinitlons are of the form

Define f: function (x1:T1""'Xm:Tm):TO;
zero or more definitionsj
Return

Ej

End
where E:T '
O
fmy identifier may appear in E, not just

Programs :
For sirrplicity a program 1s of the form

x1""'Xm'

\.."hose

5

.Zero or mll~re defi:nj;ti:ons;

End
where E:'t1 i~or

primitive type 't .
i
Inputs_, -assi~nts ;and conditional 'stateJTEl1ts 'add no theoreti'cal
SalE

complexity to the language, so I omit them.
I\s usual, the 'type of·an identifier ~s "the type 'associated With :i't

in the >heading 'of the :smallest 'containing deftnitl'on, find det'lned functions
'may ,be refe:renc~d only witlUn the smallest 'c'Ontairrlng de'f:i.nition.

Note

that global variables are allowed in function def'1n1tions, -and that
defin1.tions 'may be nested.

A nonreCUI:'slve 'prOgram is one in which, ,Whenever 'a def'ined 1)mctlon
f is used wi·thin the definition 'c't' g, 'the 'de'f'1nitlon of 'f @PeBI'S :bel'ore

the definition of g.The semantics of Language 1 :is given 'by the standard

Algol copy rule.

The proof of' the Ternt1natlon Theorem f'or'Language 1.1s 'a doub"le
induction on ·the max1m.nn number of nested parentheses '1n 'the '~ype 'of ~
clef'1ned fLrrlction and the number of' "functions which have 'IJlBJd.maJ. type.
Language 2

Speci'fiers include types, as well as 'the symbol ~
and genenc.(xl :tl"" '=<m:tm):~ where tl" ....-, ~m

are primitive types.

T:~

neans -T 15 a type.

fYpes are expanded to include identifiers .< type variables)., -and
"function (x1:S1' ... '=<m:Sm):T where Sl".",Sm are spec1f1:ers

,,

-I
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and T is a type (the variable xi may appear in

S1+1,··"Srn,T), and G(EIJ"')~) where
G:generic (xl:tl""Jxm:tm):~and El:tl' ... ,~:tm'

There is at least one primiti~e type which we'll call iJl~eger.
Each Constant and Identifier is assigned a

speci£le~.

There must be a constant O:integer, a function
s:function (x:integer):lnteger and a generic type

Equal:generic(x:integer,y:integer):type.
Finally, we need a function
Equate :function(x:integer,y :integer) :F..qual(x.,y).

The meanings of these specicU obj ects are not importanL,

as long as they have the proper types.
Expressions now include types and
R(E1,···,Em):T where E:function(xl:Sl, ... ,~:Sm):T

and E1:S1, .. "Em:Sm
Definitions now include
Define p:ge.neric(x1 :t1 ,··· 'J)n:tm) :~j
T
End

In order to rrake sense of programs in language 2, I restrict def'inl1...Jom~

further.

In a definition of the form

Define f:function( ...

)t:~, ...

):T;

Body
End

the identifier t may not appear in the type of an identifier x in the
body if x is global to this definition.

i

I
I

i
7
'l'hc sllnple illuucti ve proof' of the Tennination "Theorem 'USed ;fo:r
In"1Jlr:tl,:l[';e 1 rails for Language 2 because applications of genetic 'f'Uhctions

nay yJ eld ohjects of larger types,.
them~elves in

Functions nay also 'be appl5:'ed 'to

a limited fashion as follows.

P...cg-) n

Define Id:f'unction(t,:~.,x:t)-:t;

Return x;
End;

Return Id(functicm(t :~,x :t):t ,Id)
End

The '.I'ermination Theorem for Language 2 is essentialJy a special

case DC a strong norrralization Theorem of Stenlund [Bte 72, 'P. 164)
and Prawitz [Pr 68J for a typed lambda calculus.
Licated impredicative second order reasoning.
M

llIe proof uses -sophts-

An alteT'hate proof 'df

equivalent proof-theoretic nornalization theorem 'called the 1Hauptsa.-t"z

~iven by U3b [1.0 64J uses GOdel's set theoretic ax10l1J. 'of cOfl'S'tructibl1fty.

'lhe lndependence' of the strong normalization theoreTl1, in a tl:rl.rd fonn
pelatinp; to Natural Deduction systems, is proved by Prawl~:[ Pro ,'65., p .. "72].

Since the typed lambda calculus of stenlund ,and the Natural teduc:tion
system of Prawitz include objects wh1ch 'cannot reasotiab)y be encoded as
pr0l',rarns (e.g., objects of type function(t~~~E!:}-:t), the jndependence .of
the 'I'errn1nation Theorem for language 2 is not a direct corol1ar3 'of the

j'rawitz independence result.

But rrany of'the ideas in th'e lfll"Obf-are

variations of Prawitz I s techniques.

8

II.

A Natural Deduction Version of Number Theory.
Nurrber Theory is usually developed within

order predicate calculus.

SOIre

version of the fir'sl,;;

rJhen classical predicate logic is used, the

result of the standard development is called Peano Arithmetic.

Nwnber

Theory embedded in constructive predicate logic 1s called Heyting
Arithmetic.

There are simple proofs that Peano

iff Heyting Arithmetic is consistent.

r\J~ithrr'letic

is consi:3ten'L

In the sequ.::-l I \.,,111 usr.; lIeyting

Arithmetic to simplify some technical details.
The Constructive Predicate Calculus
Number Theory is usually treated as a first order theory J but in

order to use a weaker set of axioms, I use a Natural Deduction v0rsion
of a pure constructive second order predicate calculus with V and

~.

This particular calculus is actually too pO\<Jerful to be acceptable to
constructivists; it is chosen for technical rather than philosophical

v)

reasons.

Prawitz[Pr 65) p. 67J shows how to define A,

of V)

I use a different definition of negation) since Prawitz's

-+.

version does not encode easily into Language 2.

g in

trH'ITG

Equality is tret1t(."<l

as a nonlogical symbol.
Nurrber Theory
TIle usual nonlogical axicms for nurrt>er theory include properties
of successor) addition and ITDlltiplicatioTI,J as well as) the
axioms of equality and successor.
1)

V x=x

2)

'if

x

x)y)z

x=z

-+

(y=z

-+

x=y)

followinr~

9
3)

vx,yx=y

'I)

V
s(x)=s(y) ~ x=y
x,y

0)

V s(x);"O

~ s(x)=s(y)

-

x

l"inally) there is an induction scheme representing an infinite set of
axioms.

Using second order logic, mduction may be given by the single

:u<lom

6)

VpP(O) ~ «VxP(x) ~ P(s(x)))) ~ VxP(x))

In the presence of' 1-6, addition and mult1.plication may ,be defined as
follows.
a+b=c is VQ(V
X,Y,ZQ(x,O,x)A(Q(x,y,z) ~ Q(x,s(y),s(z)))) ~ Q(a,b,c)

a*b=c
jl'rOJrl

is VR(Vx,y,zR(x,O,O)A(R(x,y,z) ~:i!w(W+Z=W~R(x,s(y),w)))) ~ R(a,b,c)

these definitions all the usual axiomatic properties of addition and

n~ltiplication are

easily proved.

fIny first order arithmetic formula using V, ... , A, V, 8, 0, s, +,

may now be written as a second order fornrula with V,

-)0,

0, S,

if,

0:::

0:::

Negation is defined as follows .
., P is P
30 )

-+

0=5(0)

is really Vxs(x)=Q

-+

0=8(0).

(by a double induction) that 0=5(0)

of

lJ.

Fran 1-lj and 6 it is ea13Y to prove
-+

V
x.=y.
x,y

first order arithmetic fOrrrn.Jla using V,

-+,

So, if M 1s any encoding

0, 5,

=, then

O=s(O)

(pJ'oe'(' by structural induction on the first order version of M).

-+

M

So

p .~ O=x(O) has the fonnal properties of ..,p for first order murber
theory encoded in second order.

From all the above, every theorem ,of

rlJ"'st order Heyting Arithmetic nay be proven in the second order predicate

calculus from 1-6.

10

Now, Heyting Arithrretic is consistent iff there is no proof of
O=s(O).

Prawitz shows [Pr 58, p. 72] that any atomic formula provable

from 1-6 may be proved without using induction, from 1-5.

So, fin;t

order Heyting Arithmetic is consistent iff there is no second order
proof that O=s (0) from 1-5.
III.

Encoding Proofs as Programs

The key to encoding second order Natural Deduction proofs

EG

programs

is given by Stenlund [Ste 72, Ch. 5]; the basic idea goes back t.o Curry
and Feys [CF 58 J.

Essentially, every logical formula is intcrpr'(~tE.od an

a type, and a proof of a formula is an object of that type.
Given a formula P, let P be the associated type.

A. is A where A 1s an atomic formula other than x=y
(i.e. a propositional variable or a predicate variable
applied to argurrents)
x=y

is

Equal (x,y )

P->Q

is

function(g:P) :Q

VxP

is

function(x:integer):P

VpQ is
VpQ

is

function(P:~):Qwhere

P is a propositional variable

function (P: generic(y , •.. ,yn:integer) :~):Q
1

where P is an n-place predicate variable.
A proof which consists of a single axiom is one of the followirtJT.
functions.
form,

2-~

Axiom 5 is given in the correct form followed by an unCurrled
are gtven only in the more readable unCurried form.

II

5.

Define· AS:funct.).on(x:integer) :func.bion (a:Egual (s (x) ,0) ) :E'!Jual(O,s-CO) ) ;
Define r: function(a:Zqual(s(x) ,0)) :ElJual(O,s(O));
Return Equate(O,s(O));
End'

-'
Return f;

End
'i.

(unCuxTied)

Define A5:nzlction(x:inte@>r,a:Egual(s(x),O)):Eq~(0,s(0));
Return Equate(O,s(O));
End

1.

Define Al;function(x:integer):&:1ual(x,x);

Return

r~uate(x,x);

End

2.

Define A2:function(x,y,z :integer,a:Egual(x,z),b :Equal(y ,z)) :Eg~.(",y);

Return Equate(x,y);
End

3.

Define A3:function(x,y :integer,a:Egual(x,y)) :Equal(s(,,) ,s(y));
Return Equate(s(x),s(y));
End

q.

Lenne Aq;function(x,y:integer,a:Equal(s(x) ,s(y)) :Egual(",.y);
Retwn Equat,e(x,y);

Now, every natural deduction proof IT of a th~rem T from ae:::n.urptions
1\1"0 . ~ ,'\ translates into a sequence of definitions If and an expression

moT,

with global variables of types

Al , ... 'Am

(and no other glooal

variables): as follows.
.

,,

·
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.

(1)

If T is the axiom i and IT is a one line proof, then If is Ai
A

and IT is the appropriate definition.
A

(2)

If T is an assumption Ai then II is errpty and IT is a variable
of type Ai'

(3)

If IT consists of a proof III of P

+

Q and a proof IT

2

of P, ending

with Q by Modus Parrens, then
A

II

is

IT is ITl
(Q)

2

(IT )
2

If IT consists of a proof IT

P

(5)

A

TIl; JI

+

I

of

Q ,

from an asslllTIption p) cnding in

Q by the deduction rule, then
IT

is

IT

1s

Define f:function(g:P) :"Q;

f

If IT consists of a proof IT

l

of "xF, ending in PCE/x) by

V instantiation, then
IT

is

III

IT is ITl (E)
('lhe variable g ill the function heading must be the sarre variable
chosen to stand for the assumption of P in TIl).
(6)

If IT COnsists of a proof 11

1

of P (using no assumptions about x)

ending in 'of? by 'of introduction, then
:IT

1s

IT is

Def:l.ne f:f\mction(x:1nteger) ;P;

f
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(7)

If' TIconsists of' a proof' TI 1 of' \fpQ ending in
Q(E(Xl"",Xn)!peXl"",Xn»

by V instantiation, and if P is

an n place predicate variable, then

.

n

1s- III;

Def:lne R:generic(x1 , ..• ,~~1nteger):~;

E;
End

Jf is Jf1 (R)
'.£'he cases where II involves instantiation of a propositional variable,
or introduction of' second order quantification, are essentially the
"arne as (5) and (6).

If'TI is a proof' of' 0

= s(O)

with no assumptions,

then
Begin

TI;
Return

IT;

End

i:5 a nomoecursive program.
:l1::;o

Note that many incorrect pseudoproofs may

be translated into programs by using functions not corresponding

t.o axioms 1-5.

All that matters Is that every correct proof may be

encoded, the encoding of the bad ones doesn't hurt.
LV.

Termination '.Iheorem Implies Consistency

Notice that the only objects ever constructed in the programs of
3ection III were syrrrnetric objects, 1.e., objects of'type Equal(x,x).
III is the only fW1Ction Which constructs objects f'rom scratchj A2- A5
rray produce asyrrmetric objects, but only if given asyrrmetric inputs.

,

'

So, a sinple induction on the mDTlber of corrputat1on steps shews that the
progr'allls of Section III only return symmetric objects.

A proof that

0= 5(0) would translate to a progr'alll of type Equa1(O,s(O».

Since no

such cbj ect could be constructed, the program would have to corrpute
forever.

Therefore, if all nonrecuraive programs in ~ 2 halt,

,......·0 = s (0) 1s not provable and Peano and Heyt1ng Ari thrnet1cs are comlls-

tent.

• I
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Al

ApPend:!.": .Coding LanBuage 2 in ALPHARD

In Alphard and other data abstraction Jilr!guages, i\mcM:ms ""'" 'nclt
gCIJerulJ,..y -allowed to return ,functions ,as values..

Any PI'Ogr'aITI.c<:ms:trocted

by the techniques of Section III from a proof 01'0 =s(O) may bes:!Jmi1ated
by a program in MUch i\mctions only return objects '01' type ,J1gual(O"s(O).
The basic trick is to add to the argllI1ent list of.eaIlh function a -continuation argllI1ent which maps the ori,ginaJ. i\mctionvalueback to Egua.l(O,"S(O».
So 'each :object E:T _becomes E' :T ' 'where

integer I is integer

(Equal(x,y))' is ftmction(f:i\mction(Cont:Egua.l(x,y) :Egual(O,s{O)) :Egual(O ,S(O»
(i\mct10n(x:S) :T)'

is

ftmction(x: S' ;Cont: ftmct10n(y:T') :Egual(O,s(O))') :Egual{O ;s(O»
This is essentially the idea of continuations used in Scott-stracheY
style semantics.

An equivalent SPproach through the loglc is to replace

P by P' where
(x=y)

I

1s -; ., x=y

'(P + Q)' is ..,(P'A -, Q')

("xP ) ,

is

"x'" ..,

P'

'!he pr1m1t1ves Equal, Equate,s and the axioms AI, ... ,A5 are coded

in ALPHARD as
form Equal(x,y:int) is
.specs

var left, right: int;
i\mc Equate(x,y:1nt) :Equal(x,y);
vproc &:=(l@: e,f:Equal) :Equal;

A2

~
Vat'

left, right:1nt;

fune Equate is
value e:Equal(x,y) of

e.left := x;

e.right := y
fo
vproc & := 1s value e of

e.left := f.left;

e.right

:=

f.right

fo
end Equal;

fune s(x:int):int is x+lj

rune Al(x:int):Equal(x,x) is Equate(x,x);
fune A2(x,y,z:int,e:Equal(x,z),f:Equal(y,z)):Equal(x,y) is
Equate(x,y) ;

fune A3(x,Y,z:int,e:Equal(x,y)):Equal(s(x),s(y)) is
Equate(s(x),s(y));
fune

A~(x,y:int,e:Equal(s(x),s(y))):Equal(x,y)

is

Equate (x,y) ;

fune A5(x:int,e:Equal(O,s(x)):Equal(O,s(O)) is
Equate(O,s(O)) ;
generic definitions translate straightforwardly into form def'inltjons

in ALPHARD.

A3
f\mcUon definitions becone fune definitions, but every variable 'of slrtiple
(nonfll11ct:ional) type must be embedded in a trivial procedure which
pr'oduceG its value because simple variables are not allowed to be referenced
f~lohillly in /lLPHARD definitions.

I
,
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